
Coding in 2021



Coding Conventions



Where did conventions come from?



Assembly

What does this do?

No idea.

Key take away is – look how strictly formatted it is!

Address column, instruction column, operand column



COBOL

COBOL has very strict rules on how you 

format your code.

There are SECTIONS that have to be put in 

order to set up the program.

As you can see, defining the employee record 

structure is very columnar.



RPG

RPG = Report Program Generator

Used on IBM Mainframes

My late Father was an RPG dev

Columnar format, strict format to 

follow



Then high level programming languages 
happened



BCPL (C forerunner)

So now we’re starting to look 

more familiar, right?

Notice how you have to have a 

Main (this is still a thing) but is in 

general a lot less structured than 

previous examples.



C

C code looks a lot like the C# we all know (and 

love right), except more bonkers.

Why are the params consts?

“…declaring function parameters const 

indicates that the function promises not to 

change these values…”

C parameters are passed by VALUE, so if you 

change it in the function the change will be lost 

so its CONVENTION to have it as const to 

remind the developer of this fact.



Java

This is Java, which to me looks like a stupid 

version of C#

Here we see the K&R brace convention (which 

for C# is bad and wrong), along with 

conventions of:

- A type having an upper case starting letter

- Fields have the underscore (nice) 

- Method names having camel case names

- No spaces between functions

More flexible syntax and layout, but more 

conventions to help it be readable for Java 

devs



C#

That’s better 

Looks like a more modern Java to me. A few conventions stand out:

- Class/type names start wit ha capital letter

- Allman style braces

- Easier to read (IMHO)

This ain’t the best example…

- var vs type name – discuss!

- No spaces between class definitions :-o (off to the tower with you)

But looks a lot like the code we use in work, right?



Not just languages…



ASP.NET MVC

MVC conventions as per the image here.

But why?

Otherwise it gets confusing!



That’s the point isn’t it?



That’s the point isn’t it?



Convention Standards



So to conclude…


